Fall into the Fair
By Alyssa Utrera, Kalista Butler, Lorelei Starling

Are you all ready for the Spartan Fall Fair? Wheeler Middle School sets up the fair to promote
school pride and spirit. Be ready for some fun on Friday, October 6!
There will be lots of things to purchase at the fair such as food, candy, and lots of little trinkets.
Each scrip costs 50 cents and for 1 scrip, you can buy either a brick eraser, warheads, or unicorn
poop candy. For 2 scrips, you can buy a diamond ring eraser, giant smarties candy or pixy stick,
or even a cookie flashlight keychain. If you have 3 scrips, you can buy an owl pencil sharpener,
hamburger notepad, or nail polish pen. With 4 scrips, you can become the proud owner of a
gummy bear or plush ice cream bag clip, paint brush pen, or adhesive decorative patches. There
will also be inflatables like a giant crayon for 5 scrips and dragons or donuts for 6 scrips. That’s
just a few of the many options that are available for purchase on Friday!
Food and drinks will be sold between A and D buildings if you get hungry or thirsty! There will
be pizza for 6 scrips, ice cream floats for 5 scrips, and drinks will cost 2-3 scrips. Many other
tasty treats will be sold, including nachos, chili dogs, spam musubi, shave ice, and baked goods.
Do you want to have your face painted? Head over to E6 where colors await your face. Come
over to the courts if you want to play a game of basketball or partake in a sponge throw. We also
have corn hole and ladderball. In the auditorium, “The BFG” will be showing if
you want to stop by. That’s just a few of the many fun activities awaiting you
and your friends!

Starting Again
By Kahlil Wilson

Do you feel overwhelmed coming from an elementary school where you only
had one teacher, to a middle school where you could have 4-5 teachers all
teaching different subjects? Here are some helpful tips from my experience in
6th grade.
My first tip is to pay attention. There are a lot of details in the lessons that you
could easily miss if you are not listening.
Another tip is to turn in your
homework. Homework helps prepare you for the upcoming lessons and tests.
The next tip is to stay healthy. By this, I mean stay hydrated, keep your tummy full, and get lots of
sleep. When you are thirsty, hungry, or tired, you may not be able to focus very well in class.
There were times that I did not eat lunch and felt horrible and could not concentrate. My final tip
is to be respectful. This is extremely important because this creates a classroom where everyone
can safely express their thoughts, opinions, and be a risk taker. Hopefully these tips will help you
through your first year of middle school.

The Terrifying Couple: Harvey & Irma
By Kalista Butler

Hurricane Harvey has destroyed homes,
stores, churches, schools, cars and just about
everything else in southern Texas. A few of the
cities Harvey hit the worst are Houston,
Rockport, Port Aransas, Victoria, Lake Conroe,
Port Arthur, and Bridge City. Everyone has
been preparing. People have used inflated air
mattresses as lifeboats and soldiers from the
U.S. Army have lent hands to those in need.
Unfortunately, many people are stubborn and
stay in their homes. The mayor of Rockport,
Texas, Patrick Rios, even told people to write
their name and social security number on their
arms in sharpie so they could identify bodies.
“It’s not something we like to do, but It’s the
reality, people don’t listen,” said Rios. At least
30 people have already died and rescuers are
constantly searching.
Nobody knows how
many people are still out there, waiting to be
rescued.
Harvey isn’t the only hurricane going on in the
mainland right now.
Not far behind him is
Hurricane Irma. Irma has already hit the
Caribbean Islands and also has hit Florida,

Tennessee, Alabama, Georgia, and many other
southeast states. People have been evacuating
by the hundreds.
Mayors and government
leaders are instructing citizens to pack up their
supplies and hit the road with full fuel tanks.
On the bright side, people like Taylor Swift and
Kevin Hart have been donating thousands of
dollars to charities. Celebrities, including Miley
Cyrus, Selena Gomez, Demi Lovato, and
Leonardo DiCaprio, have donated from 50
thousand to 3 million dollars! Many of them
were born in Texas or have family from Texas so
they want to support their home state. Also,
some celebs, like Olympic gold medalist Simone
Biles and actor Sean Lowe are spending their
own time and energy in Texas to help the now
homeless people living there.
There are
websites galore that you could donate money
to. However, right now Harvey and Irma are
really good causes where you can donate your
money.
Every dollar would be appreciated.
Who knows, maybe you will save somebody’s
life with a donation. Donation or not, keep
Harvey and Irma in mind.

A Dangerous Epidemic
By Lorelei Starling

Most of us use our cellphones everyday, saying we depend on them for everyday life. So, what’s a
good reason for banning them? A Lewiston school thinks they’ve got the answer. They’re banning
cellphone use due to bullying. This is because of an incident involving two
middle schoolers and an online bully. This is known as cyber-bullying, a
threatening problem.
But it’s not just something you see on TV. Bullying is a real thing,
happening right now, with real and serious consequences. By age
fourteen, less than 35% of kids nationwide have talked to their peers about
bullying related things. A whopping 90% of fourth through eighth graders
have reported being bullied at least once. Over 3.2 million kids are victims
of bullying every year, and 67% of kids believe that the school can’t help.
There are four main types of bullying; physical/aggressive bullying, which
involves fights. Verbal bullying, which is known as name-calling or ‘making fun,’ cyber-bullying which
is where people hide behind their screens and say hurtful things to others online, and a lesser known
one, social bullying, where one spreads rumors or secrets about the victim.
As I’ve said, bullying has serious effects. People who have been bullied may experience anxiety.
Victims and bullies may be or become depressed. Bullying is very serious because it affects the
victim’s entire life.
But there is an alternate option. First of all, tell trusted adults. Even if you think it won’t help, it
might. Don’t react to a bully. If they don’t think it bothers you, maybe they’ll stop. Work around your
bullies, try to avoid coming in contact with them. Show them that you don’t care what they have to say
and don’t bully them back. Finally, when you’ve dealt with your bully, don’t be a bystander. Stand up
for others who are in your situation.
If you’re a victim, try to think well of yourself and get help from others. It’s not your fault you’re
being bullied. If you are a bully, stop it now. Imagine you’re the one being bullied. Please remember,
everyone, if you’re being bullied, don’t bully someone else because of it. Stay strong and stay smart
because unless we do these things, this won’t stop.

Food Fight!
By Lillian Gust

Who is J.K. Rowling?

Did you know that some students are
skipping lunch? No lunch means having a
hard time learning and that leads to bad
grades. Some students want a salad bar for
lunch. Just imagine eating crunchy carrots,
juicy tomatoes, and fresh lettuce topped
with delicious dressings . We can still have
the same marvelous lunch that we have
everyday but now with a side that is
appealing to more students. That sounds so
yummy, doesn’t it? I’m getting hungry just
talking about it.

By Kayla Wisdom and Sam Padilla

J.K Rowling is the author of the famous Harry
Potter Books. She also wrote the books:
Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find Them, The
Cuckoo’s Calling , The Casual Vacancy, and
much more. Her books are sold everywhere
around the world. She has sold more than 500
million copies of the Harry Potter series and
17,000 copies of The Cuckoo’s Calling. Her
books got so popular that movies have been
made about them! She has also written the
book The Cursed Child which is based off of
Harry Potter but nineteen years later.
J.K. Rowling has won many awards. She won
the O.B.E. award (Order of the British Empire).
She received this award from the Prince of
Wales himself! J.K Rowling is #9 on the best
fictional books sold around the world.
J.K Rowling was born on July 31, 1965. She
started writing at age 11. In 1990, J.K Rowling
had the idea of Harry Potter while waiting in a
delayed train on her way from Manchester to
London (King’s Cross). Over the next five years
she began brainstorming for the 7 books of
Harry Potter before she started writing. She
decided to write 7 books of Harry Potter
because each book represents one year at
Hogwarts. J.K Rowling wrote her books in a
cafe called “The Elephant House”. In that cafe
you can write your favorite Harry Potter quotes
there. It is a big tourist attraction for J.K.
Rowling lovers. There is so much graffiti on the
bathroom walls that people have even started
writing on the windows. J.K Rowling has fans
all around the world.

The Fall of Tetherball?
By Layla Gardner

Is tetherball taking a fall? For those who
don’t know what tetherball is, it is an
exciting but tough game with a ball on a
string connected to a pole. You hit the ball
around the pole and whoever can get the
string twisted all the way around the pole
wins. As each year passes, we remember
less and less about the popular game,
tetherball. Many 6th and 7th graders want it
back at Wheeler Middle School. A student
said that she thinks it’s a good idea since it
would give students something else to do
during recess, lunch, or after school.

Tramping the Trolls
By Alyssa Utrera

Imagine this: You jump onto your favorite online video game and start to play.
You’re having a good time until someone else gets onto the server, starts
spamming in the chat, and calling you names. It starts to get really annoying, so
you report this person. A few days later, you hop on but they join again, doing
the same thing as last time; nothing has changed.
“Troll” is a name for an online griefer that joins into a game and uses glitches,
cheats, and bugs to make the gaming experience for everyone else much less
enjoyable. They don’t play to have fun; they just want to ruin the fun for
everyone involved. According to arstechnica.com, though, these “troll-free”
days are over for the beloved game Overwatch.
The developers of Overwatch, a company called Blizzard, is said to be focusing on the griefers
who mainly use the chat as their battleground. Blizzard has concluded that temporarily removing
access to the chat for the griefers may just do the trick. Although a solid date has not been
released, Development Director Jeff Kaplan says that the action to temporarily remove chat
access to trolls will be taken “pretty soon.”
Temporarily revoking chat access for griefers could make for a much safer and more positive
gaming environment. In the next few months, there could be little to no “trolls” on the Overwatch
servers. Let’s just hope the other well-loved games follow their example!

Stranger Things…Happy Ending?

Quote of the Month
By Benjamin Kellogg

By Summer Martinez

“Everyone has their struggle. SO BE KIND.”
-Anonymous

Back to School Word Find
By Leigha Horner

Season two of “Stranger Things” will be
released on October 27, 2017.
The first
season was about a small boring town where
nothing ever happens until a supernatural
creature from another dimension causes the
disappearance of a child, which leaves his
friends to desperately search for him
throughout their neighborhood. This brings
them to meet a new girl with supernatural
powers that helps them throughout their
journey. “Stranger Things” is based on the
80’s and has scenes influenced by old movies
like ¨The Goonies¨.
The show is overall
phenomenal and a lot of people recommend
it. The scenes are very intense, interesting,
and sad at some points.
Most people were
touched by the story but were left hanging at
the end of season 1; they don't know where
the girl with supernatural powers went after
disappearing, while trying to defeat a
supernatural creature. Lots of people are
excited because season two is less than one
month away. If you haven't watched it, yet it’s
not too late to start!
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